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Biographical Note

Paul Dickson is a freelance writer of more than 50 non-fiction books, mostly on American English language and popular culture. He has donated a few of his books that discuss military history to the Pritzker Military Museum & Library.

Scope and Content of the Collection

The Paul Dickson Photograph Collection consists of nine photographs from The Korean War era. The photographs are primarily of United States Army officials and government officials. The collection also contains photographs of Korean villages, natives, and combat training. Photographs are arranged chronologically when possible.
Rights

Copyrights held by Paul Dickson were transferred to the Pritzker Military Museum & Library. All other rights are held by the author or publisher. Users assume responsibility for following copyright laws as established by US Code Title 17.

Related Material

Chow: a cook’s tour of military food by Paul Dickson
Call # UC723.D52

War slang: American fighting words & phrases since the Civil War by Paul Dickson
Call # PE3727.S7D53 2001

Key Subjects

This collection is indexed under the following headings in the Library’s online catalog. Researchers interested in materials about related topics, persons, or places should search the catalog using these subject headings.

Subjects

Korea--History--1945--Pictorial works.
Photography--Korea--History.

Container List

800188001 Louis Arthur Johnson, "who has been nominated for post of Sec. of Defense." 3/3/1949
Korea Youth - "Tiny Travelers - South Korea: These two small refugee orphans walk along a Korean Road, heading southward in the Western sector." 2/7/1951
800188002 Vice Admiral Charles Turner Joy 9/10/1951
800188003
800188004
"Gutman named as Harriman's Counsel. Daniel Gutman, left, President Justice of the municipal court, sits with Averell Harriman in New York"

Korea South - "Village Street: Probably more than half of Korea's population lives in thatched huts like these in a Mountain village, or did before the present "police action" that made rubble out of nearly everything above ground in that unfortunate country."

Sgt. Earl E. Buhman - serving as a chaplain's assistant with the Fifth Marines in North Korea. He is pictured typing one of the many administrative reports submitted by Navy chaplains serving in the field with the U.S. Marines.

Two unidentified men

Cows wading through water with a capitol building in the distant background.